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Price Transparency Background



Our Experience to Date

Supporting 125+ clients representing 300+ hospitals

Varying payment models, methodologies, data 
availability, resources, etc.

- Our goal is to build a tool to enable client teams to achieve 
compliance and support them with expertise along the way

Highly politicized and high stress



Everyone Has an Opinion

- Media, patient rights 
groups, auditors, 
consultants, individuals

- Misconception that 
hospitals are hiding “rate 
sheets”

- Only CMS can make final 
decision



CMS Enforcement

https://www.beckershospitalreview.com/finance/250-hospitals-warned-about-violating-cms-price-transparency-rule.html



CMS Enforcement Themes

Wave 1

- No downloadable, Machine-
Readable File posted

- Missing “Standard Ancillary 
Charges”
- Specifically, “Room and Board” 

or “Supplies”

Wave 2

- Inconsistent formats, verbiage 
and obvious errors

- Requesting payer plan details

- Not including “all” data elements
- Gross charges, payer rates, 

discounted cash prices, etc.



Continuous Development & Support

- Developed process to bring in standard ancillary charges
- Line items from CDM for Machine-Readable File

- Process to include “standard ancillary charges” alongside shoppable 
services (where present in >50% of cases)

- Search and performance improvements

- Continued configuration options to show/hide each tab
- All-services, Shoppables, Chargemaster and Machine-Readable File

- Doing our best to share best practices and meet 
individually with clients as concerns arise



Current Recommendations

Based on the recent CMS feedback and discussions with dozens of 
clients, we strongly recommend the following actions:

- Ensure the machine-readable file is enabled

- Request enhancement to include ancillary charges (if you haven’t done so)

- Leverage newly released functionality to create a distinct “Machine-

Readable File” section on the site

- Review your hospital website for verbiage and ease of access to HPI link

- Take a deep breath…we will all get through this together ☺



What’s Next?

- Payer Price Transparency rule takes effect 1/1/2022 but 
won’t be enforced until July 2022

- Price Transparency is here to stay
- We are working with industry leaders to guide CMS towards regs that 

are useful to consumers and easy to comply with

- Long-term repercussions of price transparency
- May lead to lower commercial rates as large insurers are exposed

- More importance on pricing which requires a deep understanding of 
costs




